
Pre-Team - Fall B - Week 2/4
Warm-up - 3 minutes

1. 1 lap running

2. 1 lap skipping

3. 1 lap sashay

4. 1 lap running forward with large arm circle

Lanes - 2 minutes:

1. High kicks down and back - arms straight, out to sides

2. A. Side kick, swings - alternating  - Down

B. Back kick - supporting leg straight, not leaning forward - Back

3. A. Step, present - down

B. Step Passe (foot to ankle) - back

Stretching/Flexibility - 15 minutes

- Use printed sheet for stretching

Line Work - 5 minutes

Floor - 20 minutes

2 minutes each station - 2x

1. Lane 1 - Round off drill part 1 - Pencil kicks - draw ¾ square at the end of the

panel mat, gymnast places good leg foot in square, completes pencil kick, keeping

foot in square

2. Lane 1 - Round off drill part 2 (using SAME panel mat as station #1) - Handstand

snap down - on opposite side as pencil kick station, gymnast kicks to handstand

(hands go on end of panel mat), snap down to spring floor, rebound onto panel

mat

3. Lane 1 - Round off drill Part 3 - draw chalk line down middle of ½ unfolded panel

mat, round off over panel mat, trying to get hands PAST chalk line and landing on

the spring floor. No hurdles
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4. Lane 2 - Bridge kickovers off block, without block or back-walkovers depending

on gymnasts’ skill level

5. Lane 2 - floor line - Step leap and full turn

Beam - 20 minutes

2 minutes each station - 2x

1. Floor line - kick, handstand

2. Short low beam with panel mats - ¾ handstand

3. Long low beam with panel mats - cartwheel

4. Pink or purple beam - 2 straight jumps connected(1st time) starting and ending in

SLP, 2 Tuck jumps connected (2nd time through) starting and ending in SLP - tight

arms on jump

5. French fry - step, Leap with correct arm position, ending in scale

Conditioning 10 minutes

Week 2

30 seconds each, 2x through

1. Burpee

2. Lateral Bear crawl

3. Plank - alternating knee to elbow

4. Tri-Push-ups

5. Alternating plank to side plank

6. Boat pose hold

7. Push-up with leg lift (alternating

legs)

8. Chest opener with  straddle leg lift

9. C-curve sit up

10. Plank hold

Week 4

30 seconds each, 2x through

1. Frog jumps

2. Bear crawls

3. Plank - alternating knee to elbow

4. Diamond push-up

5. Plank shoulder taps

6. Boat pose

7. Reg. push-ups

8. Side leg lifts - R

9. Side leg lift - L

10. Sit ups
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